FEATURE SUMMARY
Measured Ball And Club Data,
Fast
Meet APOGEE - the newest camera-based Launch Monitor
from TruGolf.
APOGEE is a launch monitor that measures Ball and Club
data. Built with a new array of vision algorithms called
INSTANT IMPACT, the system does not require marked
balls or clubs.
INSTANT IMPACT and APOGEE’s onboard processor
provides a lag-free gameplay experience, erasing any gap
between ball-strike and simulated flight.

Seeing Is Believing
View, re-view, scrutinize, and brag about every shot with
APOGEE’S Point of Impact interface. Point of Impact (POI)
provides a slow-motion, scrubbable, video playback of
your club’s action through the ball.

You Do All The Talking. APOGEE’S
Got The Rest.
The “Hey APOGEE!” Voice command allows users
to navigate gameplay and adjust settings inside
E6 CONNECT. Less time on the computer, more time for
practice swings.
You can ask APOGEE to help you read a putt, show you the
trouble around that sharp dog-leg, change the weather to
something a bit more dramatic for the tie-breaker, or tee
up a breakfast ball... again.

FEATURE SUMMARY
CONTACT SALES
Monday–Friday • 9:00 am–5:00 pm MST
Toll Free: 866-925-5023 • https://TruGolf.com

FEATURE SUMMARY
APOGEE Control Center

Play It As It Lies

APOGEE was designed to maximize accuracy, and
minimize work. The APOGEE control center (ACC) contains
a diagnostic dashboard, an automatic self-calibration
procedure, and intuitive troubleshooting tools.

APOGEE uses an automatic Laser Indicator to draw an
8”x10” Tee Box for players before every shot. The Laser
disappears as soon as the ball is at rest in a valid hitting
location, demonstrating that APOGEE is ready to capture
the shot.

APOGEE intuitively and immediately connects to your
computer, and dynamic LEDs clearly indicate device and
connection status.
A single user can easily manage installation, from
unboxing to, “Hey APOGEE. Show me my scorecard.”

Visual confirmation that users have positioned each shot
in a readable location minimizes frustrating do-overs or
uncaptured shots.

Physical Game
•

Standard 6-Month Limited Manufacturer’s Warranty

•

Each APOGEE system is designed, manufactured, and
stress-tested in the USA.

•

APOGEE protects its tech with a rugged bezel and an
angled, easily replaceable faceplate.

Industry Standard Software
Included
E6 CONNECT is the industry-standard simulation software
for a reason. We recreate each of our courses with an eye
for detail and an unmatched passion for all the places that
make the greatest game great. The E6 Course Library is
a living project, one that’s constantly expanding, acting
as an open invitation for users to discover and immerse
themselves in new golf destinations alongside our team of
Professional Golf Nerds (PGNs).

We made APOGEE to be the easiest-to-own Launch
Monitor on the planet. The APOGEE Control Center (ACC)
gives users the most advanced and user-friendly device
management tools available on the market.

•

The Calibration Wizard automates calibration and
makes set up easy

E6 CONNECT proudly showcases:

•

Firmware Update Control

•

90+ World-Class Golf Courses

•

Quick Reboots

•

Easy Factory Reset

•

4 Unique Driving Ranges

•

User Preference Dashboard

•

13 Short Game Ranges

•

Detailed Device Status and Diagnosis. THE ACC shows
live reads on connection status, internal temperature,
and more.

Mental Game

•

16 Mini Games

Device-side processing gives E6 CONNECT all the space it
needs to play its best game—smooth, fast and fun.

•

8 Modes of Play

Thanks to APOGEE’s high IQ, users can now connect to
their device via Direct Network Connection (CAT6).

•

Unlimited Player Profiles and Online Statistic Tracking

•

League Management Tools

•

The ACC connects directly to our support department.
Users can send data logs to TruGolf Support, stamped
with the owner’s contact information.

